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QUESTION 1

A client is planning to rollout multi-factor authentication (MFA) to its internal employees and wants to understand which
authentication and verification methods meet the Salesforce criteria for secure authentication. 

Which three functions meet the Salesforce criteria for secure mfa? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. username and password + SMS passcode 

B. Username and password + secunty key 

C. Third-party single sign-on with Mobile Authenticator app 

D. Certificate-based Authentication 

E. Lightning Login 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 2

IT security at Unversal Containers (UC) us concerned about recent phishing scams targeting its users and wants to add
additional layers of login protection. What should an Architect recommend to address the issue? 

A. Use the Salesforce Authenticator mobile app with two-step verification 

B. Lock sessions to the IP address from which they originated. 

C. Increase Password complexity requirements in Salesforce. 

D. Implement Single Sign-on using a corporate Identity store. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) has an existing Salesforce org configured for SP-Initiated SAML SSO with their Idp. A
second Salesforce org is being introduced into the environment and the IT team would like to ensure they can use the
same Idp for new org. What action should the IT team take while implementing the second org? 

A. Use the same SAML Identity location as the first org. 

B. Use a different Entity ID than the first org. 

C. Use the same request bindings as the first org. 

D. Use the Salesforce Username as the SAML Identity Type. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Universal containers (UC) has a mobile application that calls the salesforce REST API. In order to prevent users from
having to enter their credentials everytime they use the app, UC has enabled the use of refresh Tokens as part of the
salesforce connected App and updated their mobile app to take advantage of the refresh token. Even after enabling the
refresh token, Users are still complaining that they have to enter their credentials once a day. What is the most likely
cause of the issue? 

A. The Oauth authorizations are being revoked by a nightly batch job. 

B. The refresh token expiration policy is set incorrectly in salesforce 

C. The app is requesting too many access Tokens in a 24-hour period 

D. The users forget to check the box to remember their credentials. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) uses Salesforce as a CRM and identity provider (IdP) for their Sales Team to seamlessly
login to intemaJ portals. The IT team at UC is now evaluating Salesforce to act as an IdP for its remaining employees. 

Which Salesforce license is required to fulfill this requirement? 

A. External Identity 

B. Identity Verification 

C. Identity Connect 

D. Identity Only 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

An organization has a central cloud-based Identity and Access Management (IAM) Service for authentication and user
management, which must be utilized by all applications as follows: 

1 - Change of a user status in the central IAM Service triggers provisioning or deprovisioining in the integrated cloud
applications. 

2 - Security Assertion Markup Language single sign-on (SSO) is used to facilitate access for users authenticated at
identity provider (Central IAM Service). 
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Which approach should an IAM architect implement on Salesforce Sales Cloud to meet the requirements? 

A. A Configure Salesforce as a SAML Service Provider, and enable SCIM (System for Cross-Domain Identity
Management) for provisioning and deprovisioning of users. 

B. Configure Salesforce as a SAML service provider, and enable Just-in Time (JIT) provisioning and deprovisioning of
users. 

C. Configure central IAM Service as an authentication provider and extend registration handler to manage provisioning
and deprovisioning of users. 

D. Deploy Identity Connect component and set up automated provisioning and deprovisioning of users, as well as SAML-
based SSO. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two statements are capable of Identity Connect? Choose 2 answers 

A. Synchronization of Salesforce Permission Set Licence Assignments. 

B. Supports both Identity-Provider-Initiated and Service-Provider-Initiated SSO. 

C. Support multiple orgs connecting to multiple Active Directory servers. 
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D. Automated user synchronization and de-activation. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal containers wants to build a custom mobile app connecting to salesforce using Oauth, and would like to restrict
the types of resources mobile users can access. What Oauth feature of Salesforce should be used to achieve the goal? 

A. Access Tokens 

B. Mobile pins 

C. Refresh Tokens 

D. Scopes 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

What item should an Architect consider when designing a Delegated Authentication implementation? 

A. The Web service should be secured with TLS using Salesforce trusted certificates. 

B. The Web service should be able to accept one to four input method parameters. 

C. The web service should use the Salesforce Federation ID to identify the user. 

D. The Web service should implement a custom password decryption method. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two considerations should be made when implementing Delegated Authentication? Choose 2 answers 

A. The authentication web service can include custom attributes. 

B. It can be used to authenticate API clients and mobile apps. 

C. It requires trusted IP ranges at the User Profile level. 

D. Salesforce servers receive but do not validate a user\\'s credentials. 

E. Just-in-time Provisioning can be configured for new users. 

Correct Answer: BE 
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QUESTION 11

An identity architect is implementing a mobile-first Consumer Identity Access Management (CIAM) for external users.
User authentication is the only requirement. The users email or mobile phone number should be supported as a
username. 

Which two licenses are needed to meet this requirement? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. External Identity Licenses 

B. Identity Connect Licenses 

C. Email Verification Credits 

D. SMS verification Credits 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 12

In a typical SSL setup involving a trusted party and trusting party, what consideration should an Architect take into
account when using digital certificates? 

A. Use of self-signed certificate leads to lower maintenance for trusted party because multiple self-signed certs need to
be maintained. 

B. Use of self-signed certificate leads to higher maintenance for trusted party because they have to act as the trusted
CA 

C. Use of self-signed certificate leads to lower maintenance for trusting party because there is no trusted CA cert to
maintain. 

D. Use of self-signed certificate leads to higher maintenance for trusting party because the cert needs to be added to
their truststore. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Universal Containers (UC) has Active Directory (AD) as their enterprise identity store and would like to use it for
Salesforce user authentication. UC expects to synchronize user data between Salesforce and AD and Assign the
appropriate Profile and Permission Sets based on AD group membership. What would be the optimal way to implement
SSO? 

A. Use Active Directory with Reverse Proxy as the Identity Provider. 

B. Use Microsoft Access control Service as the Authentication provider. 

C. Use Active Directory Federation Service (ADFS) as the Identity Provider. 

D. Use Salesforce Identity Connect as the Identity Provider. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

which three are features of federated Single Sign-on solutions? Choose 3 answers 

A. It federates credentials control to authorized applications. 

B. It establishes trust between Identity store and service provider. 

C. It solves all identity and access management problems. 

D. It improves affiliated applications adoption rates. 

E. It enables quick and easy provisioning and deactivating of users. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 15

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has a requirement to ensure all user logins include a single multi-factor authentication
(MFA) prompt. Currently, users are allowed the choice to login with a username and password or via single sign-on
against NTO\\'s corporate Identity Provider, which includes built-in MFA. 

Which configuration will meet this requirement? 

A. Create and assign a permission set to all employees that includes "MFA for User Interface Logins." 

B. Create a custom login flow that enforces MFA and assign it to a permission set. Then assign the permission set to all
employees. 

C. Enable "MFA for User Interface Logins" for your organization from Setup -> Identity Verification. 

D. For all employee profiles, set the Session Level Required at Login to High Assurance and add the corporate identity
provider to the High Assurance list for the org\\'s Session Security Levels. 

Correct Answer: C 
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